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Newsletter	No111	
Dated	24/11/2015	
	
Hi	All		
	
I	thought	some	of	you	might	like	to	have	a	go	as	they	are	using	our	rules	
the	picture	says	it	all	any	queries	contact	Craig		Jarrard	(he’s	on	Facebook)	
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Newsletter	No110	
Dated	20/09/2015	
	
And	here	is	the	latest	news	
	
First	off	we	say	goodbye	to	two	of	our	favourite	landlords	Leigh	from	the	Green	Dragon	and	Kevin	from	the	
Cuckoo	Pint.	We	wish	them	both	the	best	of	luck	with	their	future	endeavours	and	thank	them	for	their	support	
over	the	past	four	and	a	half	years	
	
I	can	only	presume	it’s	because	Leigh	is	leaving	that	the	Green	Dragon	A	team	is	moving	on	to	pastures	new.	
Starting	this	Thursday	24/09/15	the	Green	Dragon	A	will	be	playing	at	the	Junction	Tavern	with	a	new	name	
The	Junction	A.	So	just	to	make	it	clear	the	Junction	Tavern	will	be	hosts	to	two	teams	the	Junction	Tavern	and	
the	Junction	A	please	clarify	when	posting	scores.	
	
On	the	point	of	posting	scores	we	had	a	bit	of	a	hiccup	this	week,	please	can	all	teams	either	post	on	Facebook	
or	email	scores@thealternatethursdaypool.co.uk	only	as	texts	tend	to	go	adrift.	Also	can	you	please	state	the	
full	name	of	the	team	you	played,	take	the	RAFA	for	instants	they	have	four	teams	so	posting	Green	Dragon	7	
–2	RAFA	can	be	confusing	as	there	are	two	RAFA	teams	in	Div	1	and	neither	of	them	are	the	RAFA,	so	from	
now	on	full	team	names	when	posting	scores.	
	
Tony	has	put	the	Singles	and	Doubles	lists	on	the	website	can	all	Captains	please	check	the	list	and	confirm	we	
have	everyone	because	the	draw	will	take	place	this	Thursday	24/09/15	and	no	amendments	will	be	made	
after	then.	I’m	sorry	if	we	have	missed	any	players	but	we	have	had	texts	and	emails	from	player	and	captains	
and	we	have	had	to	try	and	sort	through	it	all.	
	
Thanks	for	listening	
Karl		
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Newsletter	No109	
Dated	13/09/2015	
	

New	Season 
Hi	and	welcome	one	and	all	to	a	new	season	
	
First	off	a	big	thank	you	to	all	who	attended	the	Captains	Meeting	we	had	more	than	half	the	league	attended	
“best	turnout	yet”.	The	topics	discussed	and	responses	are	shown	below.	

·									The	trophies	that	teams	get	for	Winning	and	coming	Runners	up	each	season.	
The	perpetual	cups	are	a	great	idea	but	the	individual	trophies	are	a	bit	over	the	top,	they	are	too	big	and	too	
expensive.	An	idea	would	be	to	give	out	medals	instead	which	could	make	joining	the	league	cheaper.	
RESPONSE:	It	was	generally	felt	that	the	fees	were	acceptable	and	the	trophies	were	good	quality.		Captains	
voted	to	leave	as	is.	

·									Cup	matches.	
These	should	be	played	at	either	team’s	venue	and	not	at	a	neutral	venue	at	least	up	to	the	semi	finals.	The	
main	reason	is	not	so	much	a	home	advantage	but	it	would	make	it	easier	to	sort	out	food	and	the	blackout	
as	some	venue	have	failed	to	supply	food	at	cup	matches.	
RESPONSE:	It	was	agreed	to	change	as	follows:	
Team/Plate	matches	would	not	be	at	neutral	venues	for	earlier	rounds,	Quarter/Semi-finals	will	be	at	
Neutral	venues.	

·									Start	time.	
As	some	venues	stop	serving	drinks	at	23.00	and	games	more	than	often	overrun,	would	it	be	possible	to	
start	matches	earlier	at	maybe	20.30.		This	has	come	up	before	and	was	voted	against	but	we	revisited	it.	
RESPONSE:	This	has	caused	a	few	issues	where	matches	have	dragged	on	past	closing	time	but	once	again	
the	vote	was	against	any	change	but	matches	can	start	earlier	than	9pm	if	Captains	agree	on	the	night.		Karl	
will	email	all	captains	to	try	to	find	out	which	venues	are	restricted	to	11:00pm	closing.	No	time	like	the	
present	so	could	any	team	whose	venue	closes	2300	to	2320	please	contact	Karl.	

·									The	old	question	of	inter	league	players	
RESPONSE:	Once	again	the	vote	was	against	any	change.	

·									Food	
Far	too	many	teams	are	cancelling	matches	last	minute	leaving	the	home	venues	with	a	cost	they	cannot	
recover.		We	can	only	monitor	this	if	we	are	told	about	it.		One	idea	is	that	we	impose	a	fine	but	that	will	be	
difficult	to	enforce,	however	the	fine	can	be	added	to	the	next	season's	sign	on	fee	and	if	the	team	do	not	pay	
then	they	cannot	join	the	league	–	What	would	we	do	with	the	money	from	fines;	Charity,	reimburse	the	
home	venues	affected	or	League	Funds?	
RESPONSE:	This	was	discussed	at	length,	with	a	number	of	suggestions	coming	forward,	agreement	to	
implement	the	following:	
If	a	team	cannot	attend	they	must	forfeit,	losing	the	match	5-0.		Any	team	failing	to	turn	up	for	a	match	
without	having	given	48	hours’	notice	will	be	penalised	2	points.	
In	addition	if	no	notice	is	given	(48	hours),	the	team	will	be	fined	£10,	deferred	until	next	season.		At	the	end	
of	the	season,	all	fines	will	be	totalled	and	added	to	the	sign	on	fee	for	the	following	season,	all	fines	and	sign	
on	fees	must	be	paid	if	those	teams	want	to	sign	up	for	the	next	season.	The	fines	will	be	use	to	reimburse	
venues	“out	of	pocket”	for	No	Shows	
Summer	2016	sign	on	fees	will	include	a	£20	deposit	which	will	be	held	in	a	pot	to	enable	Venues	to	be	
reimbursed	£10	for	each	instance	referred	to	in	item	1	above.		
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Please	note;	this	is	for	league	matches	only	Cup/Plate	matches	have	to	be	rearranged		
		
		
		

·									Speeding	up	the	doubles	
The	introduction	of	time	limits	to	speed	up	doubles	games	would	be	very	hard	to	implement.	But	we	need	to	
think	of	something	as	some	games	drag	on,	if	any	of	you	were	at	the	doubles	semis	at	the	GPA	one	match	
took	nearly	as	long	as	the	three	other	matches.	
RESPONSE:	Once	again	the	vote	was	against	any	change.	

·										Refusal	to	re-arrange	Cup/Plate		matches	
RESPONSE:	This	was	discussed	at	length,	this	is	more	of	a	problem	in	the	Summer	Season	with	fewer	weeks	
and	more	players	away	on	holidays,	in	some	cases	teams	cannot	reschedule.		There	were	a	number	of	
suggestions	with	an	agreement	to	implement	the	following:	
The	Committee	will	try	to	add	in	a	spare	week	in	the	season	to	allow	re-arranged	matches	to	be	played.		
Teams	wanting	to	re-arrange	matches	must	give	sufficient	notice	(One	Week)	and	their	opponents	must	
accommodate	the	request.		

·									Teams	not	submitting	results	
This	was	brought	up	after	the	meeting	finished	but	needs	to	be	highlighted.	
There	were	17	instances	where	results	were	not	submitted	by	the	home	team,	11	of	which	were	in	divs	6	&	
7.		This	has	an	impact	on	final	positions,	determining	who	goes	up	and	who	goes	down.		It	only	takes	a	
minute	to	send	scores	through	and	whilst	we	accept	that	on	the	odd	occasion	captains	forget	to	submit	we	
need	to	address	the	issue.		We	will	monitor	all	instances	and	contact	teams	with	two	or	more	instances;	
persistent	failures	may	result	in	teams	being	barred	from	signing	on	in	subsequent	seasons.	
		
The	rules	will	be	updated	as	soon	as	I	can,	hopefully	tomorrow	night	(Monday)													

Finals	and	Presentation	Night 
Held	at	the	Duke	of	Connaught	on	Saturday	the	5th	
First	off	a	big	thank	you	to	Phil	and	his	team	who	made	us	all	very	welcome	and	laid	on	a	lovely	buffet.	I	feel	
most	of	who	attended	had	a	good	evening	although	apparently	raffling	pool	cues	at	a		pool	finals	night	is	not	
everybody’s	idea	of	a	good	time,	no	matter	how	hard	our	Master	of	ceremonies	Mr	Winmill	tried	to	jazz	it	up.		
So	thoughts	on	what	we	could	raffle	at	the	next	finals	night	(drink	vouchers,	cuddly	toys	or	posh	cue	cases)	
any	ideas	are	welcome.	

Winners	and	Runners	Up	of	the	Divisions 

Division	 Winners	 Runners	Up	

One	 The	Green	Dragon	A	 The	Wicor	Mill	

Two	 HEDCA	 The	Junction	Tavern	

Three	 The	Stoke	Pros	 GDAC	

Four	 The	Coach	House	 Queens	Head	B	
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Five	 The	Gosport	Pool	Arena	 The	DOC	Club	A	

Six	 White	Horse	A	 Strawberry	Fields	

Seven	 The	Hoeford	A	 The	Three	Tuns	A	

		

The	Doubles 

Divisions	 Winners	 Runners	up	

One	to	Three	 Chris	Marshall	&	James	Milne	 Daz	Thompson	&	Barry	Miller	

		 Of	the	Queens	Head	A	 Of	the	Green	Dragon	A	

Four	to	Seven	 Neil	Cookson	&	Jason	Boxall	 Danny	Ryan	&	Liam	Eastman	

		 Of	the	Coach	House	 Of	the	GPA	

		

The	Plate 

Winners	 Runners	Up	

The	Junction	Tavern	 The	Friday	Club	A	(White	Hart	B)	

		

The	Cup 
		

Winners	 Runners	Up	

-----------------------------------------------Still	to	be	played-----------------------------------------------	

		
Hedca	contacted	the	league	after	they	won	the	Quarter	Final	match	to	say	they	could	not	make	the	Finals	and	
Presentation	night	(Nick’s	Stag	weekend).		In	hindsight	the	Committee	should	have	contacted	the	Captains	to	
ask	what	decision	should	be	made	but	didn’t	do	so	at	that	stage	and	hoped	that	our	league	stars	the	Wicor	Mill	
would	come	to	 the	rescue,	but	HEDCA	won	through	to	earn	their	place	 in	 the	Final.	 	We	then	put	 it	 to	 the	
Captains	who	decided	that	the	match	should	be	played.			
		
We	accept	that	we	made	the	wrong	call	by	not	informing	all	teams	after	the	quarter	finals	and	apologise	to	
both	teams	for	not	handling	this	correctly	but	hope	both	teams	can	resolve	this	amicably.	
	

New	Winter	Season	

The	Winter	Season	is	up	and	running	and	we	have	already	had	a	couple	of	no	shows	in	the	Cup/Plate	match,	
the	teams	that	didn’t	show	up	will	be	placed	in	the	Plate	the	teams	that	were	let	down	go	through	to	the	Cup	
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Please	try	to	remember	this	is	all	about	a	game	of	pool,	probably	one	of	the	most	unpredictable	games	you	can	
play,	but	that’s	what	makes	it	fun.		On	the	night	with	the	roll	of	the	balls	champions	are	made	and	champions	
fall.	The	Wicor	Mill	our	League	Champions	of	 the	 last	eight	seasons	have	 finally	relinquished	the	crown	to	
worthy	winners	The	Green	Dragon	A,	but	who	knows,	a	frame	either	way	and	the	story	could	have	been	so	
different.		I’m	sure	the	Wicor	Mill	will	be	in	the	hunt	for	the	crown	in	this	our	fifth	winter	season	(and	they	
said	it	wouldn’t	last).		
	
At	this	point	I	would	like	to	thank	all	the	people	who	have	helped	us	over	the	years	mostly	in	the	background,	
venue	Owners,	Landlords,	Landladies	and	their	bar	staff	who	allow	us	to	invade	their	establishments.		They	
provide	delicious	fare	and	tolerate	what	can	be	a	rowdy	bunch	of	guys	and	girls.	
Without	their	support	we	would	have	nowhere	to	play	this	game	that	frustrates	us	to	the	point	of	madness	(or	
is	that	just	me).	
	
Many	Thanks	to	all,	
Karl	
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Newsletter No108	
Dated 31/08/2015	
	
Hi Guys and Girls	
Well we made it, we have sixty teams for the new Winter Season 2015/16 so I’m sorry the book as they 

say is closed. Unless a team drops out or fails to pay their sign-on fees we have no room for anymore 

teams.  You could of course try to find nine other teams so we could make another division.	
	
Captains Meeting	
To be held on the 3

rd
 of September at the Searles Club, only Captains or Vice Captains may attend as 

space will not allow for other team members.	
	
Outstanding Fees	
All payments must be made no later than the 3

rd
 September (Captains meeting).	

Team Lists	
Those teams who have not yet submitted a team list must bring them along to the Captains Meeting.	
	
Singles/Doubles	
Any players who want to enter the singles or doubles competitions please send in your details; the cut off 

is the Captain’s Meeting.	
	
Winter Season	
The format for the Winter Season will be the same as last year; six divisions of ten teams playing eighteen 

league matches with Cup/Plate, two singles and two doubles competitions.  	
	
Finals and Presentation Night – Saturday 5

th
 September	

All that’s left is to remind you all Saturday the 5
th
 is the Finals and Presentation night which is being held 

at the Duke of Connaught Club at 74 Western Road, Fareham, PO16 0NS	
	
All league members are welcome 	
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Newsletter No107	
Dated 12/08/2015	
	
Hi All	
First off an apology to Kyle and the team of the George and Dragon for missing an email with their new 

players (Luke Smith and Jamie Green) on I have now updated the team list to show this. I would also like 

to thank the Young Guns and Dobbies Army for bringing this to my attention.  	
	
As the end of the season is approaching we must look forward to the upcoming 2015/16 Winter Season.  

In an effort to get more Captains to attend the Captains Meeting we have separated this from the Sign on 

Night	
KEY	DATES		

● The sign-on night is on the Saturday 22/08/2015 and will be held at the Green Dragon in the 

lounge bar between 1900 and 2000.	
	

● Captains Meeting is on the Thursday the 3
rd

 at The Searles Club between 1900 and 2000. I would 

encourage all Captains (either Captains or their Vice Captains only please) to attend. We are 

holding it early so the Captains whose teams are still in the Cup and Plate can get to their matches 

before 2100.	
	

● The Summer Presentation and Finals night is on the 5
th
 of September at the Duke of Connaught 

Club which is at 74 Western Road, Fareham, PO16 0NS.	
	

● The New Winter Season will begin on Thursday 10
th
 of September.	

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION AT THE CAPTAINS MEETING 
I have had some correspondence about topics for discussion at the Captains Meeting  	
	

●       The trophies that teams get for Winning and coming Runners up each season.	
The perpetual cups are a great idea but the individual trophies are a bit over the top, they 

are too big and too expensive. An idea would be to give out medals instead which could 

make joining the league cheaper.	
	

●     Cup matches.	
These should be played at either team’s venue and not at a neutral venue at least up to 

the semi finals. The main reason is not so much a home advantage but it would make it 

easier to sort out food and the blackout as some venue have failed to supply food at cup 

matches.	
	

●      Start time.	
As some venues stop serving drinks at 23.00 and games more than often overrun, would 

it be possible to start matches earlier at maybe 20.30. This has come up before and was 

voted against but we can revisit it.	
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●     The old question of inter league players	
It was mentioned but this time it was to leave the rules as they stand.	
	

●     Speeding up the doubles	
The introduction of time limits to speed up doubles games would be very hard to 

implement. But we need to think of something as some games drag on, if any of you were 

at the doubles semis at the GPA one match took nearly as long as the three other 

matches.One thought was no talking in any match singles or doubles this would definitely 

speed things up.	
 	

If anyone can think of anything else that needs to be discussed please email me as soon as 

possible and I will add it to the list.	
	

Last thing can all teams who won trophies last summer (Winners and Runners-up) remember to 

return them on the sign-on night. Please remember all trophies must be cleaned and polished or 

fines will be imposed.(league rule 28)	
 	
Thanks for listening The Committee	
	
Sorry one last thing when filling out the sign-on sheets can you fill them out using block capitals so I can 

read them and reproduce them on the team list without spelling mistakes. Thanks Karl 	
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Newsletter No106	
Dated 12/07/2015	
	
Hi guys	
I thought we’d play a little game to help with learning the rules because even after over four years we still 

get asked for clarification. So we have posed five questions based on our rules of play. Now this will only 

work if you don’t cheat and look at the rules, I want what you think the answer is.	
	
(Please note these have already been posted and debated on Facebook) 	
	
Question One.	
We will start with a nice easy one. If an object ball (yellow, red or black) goes off the table where should it 
be replaced?	
Question Two.    	
If while in control of the table one of the players own object balls just falls in a pocket. What would the 
referee call?	
Question Three.	
Your opponent fouls on the break so you have two shots. Unusually you miss your first shot, do you have 
to nominate your second shot?	
Question Four.	
What must happen to avoid a foul break if two object balls fail to hit a cushion?	
Question Five.	
What happens if it your visit to the table with 2 shots and you pick the ball up to play from the baulk end?	
thanks to Mr Rigby for this question 	
	
Can Captain please print this off and ask your players the questions you will be surprised how many 

different answers you get.  	
	
Please post your answers on our Facebook page and I will post the correct answer next week 	
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Newsletter No105	
Dated 21/05/2015	
	
Hi All	
We asked the questions and the League has answered, well sort of.	
	
Interleague Players	
	
Of all the replies we received 68% were in favour of leaving things as they are, with a maximum of two 

County or Interleague players playing in each team on match night.  The main reason given for not 

changing the rules was that it will only benefit a small minority of teams as most teams only want to play 

in our league.  So our apologies to those teams who wanted the rule updated but for now the rule stands.	
My only advice to all teams and players who want to change any rule would be for you to canvas teams 

for support prior to the next Captains Meeting.  I also suggest that more Captains’ attend the meetings 

because as with this time if less than half turn up major rule changes cannot be dealt with.	
	
Doubles - Time wasting	
	
The question of doubles players taking time over their shots has created more queries than answers, such 

as; how long is too long? Should we have a set time or leave it to the referee? , can the Captains ask the 

ref to intervene? How many warnings? And the list goes on.	
	
I can only give you my thoughts;	
	
I feel that three minutes is long enough for a discussion over any shot as you only have a few options.  

After that the referee and only the referee should give a warning and insist the play continues.  If the 

players continue to take their time over every shot then the referee should advise the player that they have 

three minutes for each shot and if they exceed three minutes then a foul will be called and two shots given.   	
	
Steve Winmill mentioned that if we are going to put time limits on doubles why not singles as well so as to 

standardise it. I see his point but most singles games are quick as there is no conversation.	
	
So this one is still on hold for now if anyone feels they have any better ideas on how we should deal with 

this problem then please let us know.	
	
Karl and the Committee	
	
ps; can you now print off the updated versions of the rules to be kept at your venues as per the rules  	
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Important News	
	
Hi All	
It is with a heavy heart that I have to inform you that Tony McConville’s wife Bev passed away in 

the early hours of last Monday morning I’m sure you will all join me offering our condolences to 

Tony and his family.	
	
I was going to put the scores on hold for at least a couple of weeks but Tony has said he will still 

sort them out (but please bear with him). Please keep sending them in on time and he will 

process them as quickly as he is able.	
	
We thank you in advance for your patience and understanding at this sad and trying time.	
 	
Karl 	
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Newsletter No 104	
Dated 16/04/2015	
	
Hi All	
Well what a night. David, Lorna and their team did us proud so a very big thank-you to them. The only 

disappointment was that four teams had failed to turn up to collect their trophies.	
That’s enough moaning now on to the good stuff the winners on the night starting with the singles finals	

Singles	

Divisions 4-6 
In a comprehensive victory taking only thirty five minutes to complete three frames the winner was Martin 

Day of the Stubbington Snooker Club B. We must still congratulate his valiant opponent Lee Watson of 

the Hoeford B making it to the final was a great achievement.  	

Divisions 1-3 
In a hard fought battle between two teammates from the ever popular team HEDCA George Swannack 

came through to beat Andy Rigby three frames to two 	

Doubles 

Divisions 4-6 
The honours again went to Martin Day this time with his partner Paul Bennett who beat fellow teammates 

Jason Boxall and Neil Cookson in a three- nil victory (sorry Martin)	

Divisions 1-3 
The pairing of Jon Thornber and Pete Synott  of HEDCA went two -one up but in a well played final two 

frames Mark Ashforth and Kev Brown of the Searles Club fought back to win five-two.	
	

Team Plate Final 
And now the highly anticipated Plate final between the very popular Green Dragon A who put on a brave 

fight, one frame lasting over thirty minutes, but were beaten by the team who have had a great first season 

in the winter league everybody’s favourite HEDCA.	
	

The “Sanders Pool Table Hire” Cup Final 
This match went the full nine frames with the Stubbington Snooker Club ‘A’ going in to a four-two lead just 

needing one frame to win.  But staring defeat in the face the White Hart ‘A’ dug deep and snatched victory 

winning the last three frames.  This was a great achievement in itself but when you consider they have 

also become the first team to win it two years running it becomes truly amazing.	
 	
A hearty congratulations to all our winners and runners up who have fought hard through the season.	
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Divisions Trophies 
 	

Division	 Winners	 Runners Up	

1	 The Wicor Mill	 The Green Dragon ‘A’	

2	 The Village Home 	 The Junction Tavern	

3	 HEDCA	 The Stoke Pros	

4	 Stubbington Snooker Club ‘B’	 LHSSC	

5	 The Cuckoo Pint	 The White Hart ‘B’	

6	 The Eagle	 The Hoeford ‘B’	

 	
Some of these results are amazing:	
Starting with the Wicor Mill making it four years at the top on the trot, followed closely by the Green Dragon 

‘A’ who made it two years running this year.  	
 	
The Village Home up from division three last year to win division two and The Junction Tavern who also 

came up from division three last year both will be in the top division next year. 	
 	
Now to division three in their first year in the winter league everybody’s favourites the HEDCA smash their 

way to the top with a hundred frame difference “amazing”, with the Stoke Pros pulling themselves up from 

seventh last year to second this year.	
 	
In the bottom three divisions all the top places apart from one where taken by new teams to the Winter 

Season	
 	
Again a big well done to all our teams and thank you for making this League the league all teams want to 

play in	
 	

Notes from the Captains Meeting 

State of Tables 
It’s been highlighted a lot this season, we discussed fining pubs and clubs for failing to comply but thought 

it would be hard to implement, we will write to all landlords asking them to ensure the high standard of the 

tables for all matches.  It was decided that if any pub or club failed to maintain their table they would be 

excluded for competition matches even if their players are still in any of the competitions.  If any venue 

does not resolve the problems then they could be excluded from the league.  Clearly we do not want this 

to happen but it’s up to the venues to bring their tables up to par.	
 	
If any team is not happy with their venues support they should let their feet do the talking and move venue.	
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Interleague Players 
Another hot topic this season was Interleague players being different from County players. The main 

difference being that unlike County pool where you have to go to trials and be picked.  Anybody can be an 

Interleague player and set up a team to play Interleague pool.  As there were only a few of us at the 

Captains meeting the Committee thought as change of this rule would have to be put to all the Captains.	
 	
There were good arguments from both sides, the teams from the old league being in favour of having more 

County and Interleague players to nurture young players towards County level with ‘Old Rules’ supporters 

quite clear on the possible impacts of unrestricted County and Interleague teams.	

Questions to the Captains 
1.    Do we treat Interleague players separately from County players.?	
2.    If we do treat them separately how many Interleague players should we allow in any one team?	
3.    Do we allow teams to have both County and Interleague and on top of the two County players how 

many Interleague can teams have?	
4.    Do we leave things as they are?	

 	
I understand their need to get the rules amended as they want to play in more than our league but the 

choice is down to your players	
 	
I will require replies by the 30/04/15	
 	
 	

Trophies - General 
This one is a bugbear for me; the state of the trophies when they are returned most are covered in dust 

and muck.  So the Captains decided that any team that return any trophy not cleaned and polished will be 

fined £10.00 per trophy which will be added to their sign on fees.  The fines will be donated to charity.	

League Match Start Times 
The captains agreed all matches must start at 21.00 so teams should attempt to be at venues for 20.45 to 

ensure all frames are completed before 23.20 when most pubs and clubs close.	
 	
Also on the length of matches the subject of time wasting by doubles players.  We have all been there, the 

opposing pair spend ten minutes discussing the shot only for the player to either miss or not remember 

the second shot!  	

Proposed Rule Change 
If the referee thinks players are taking too long he must first warn them and if they persist then he can put 

a one minute time limit, if they then go over the minute the ref must call a foul and give two shots.	
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I’ll need votes on this one too please, in again by the 30/04/15.	
	

New Players – Signing On 

Rule amended -  Summer Leagues only 
It was agreed that players could be “signed on” on the night but only if they do not play for any other team.  

Captains must text Karl who will add the player to the team list.  This should only be used as a last resort, 

every attempt must be made to sign players on a week before we will closely monitor this.  Once on the 

list the player can be utilised for the rest of the season. This rule amendment will only be for the Summer 

Seasons, in the Winter Season the standard rules apply.	
 	
All rule changes apart from those requiring your votes have been updated or amended. Once the other 

rules have been voted on can Captains please insure they have an updated set of rules at their venues.	
 	
Thanks for listening	
The Committee 	
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Newsletter No 103	
Dated 08/03/2015	
 	
Sign on and Captains Meeting on Saturday the 21/03/2015	
 	
All Captains are formally invited to attend the Captains Meeting which is to be held at the Searles Club  

Frankport Way, Fareham .	
 	
The meeting is only for Captains or their Vice Captain if they can’t attend. League members who have a 

query or question to put to the league should inform their captain who can bring it up at the meeting. 	
 	
19.00 - 19.45 Sign on – Teams and Doubles (There are no Singles during the summer season)	
 	
Please bring all Team lists and Doubles sheets	
We will need all entries for both teams and doubles in on the night please as we will need to sort out the 

divisions and do the draw for the doubles in time for the start of the Summer Season.  Delays at the start 

of last season meant that the draw was late.	
 	
The cost of joining the league for the upcoming Summer Season is £50.00 per team and £2.50 per pair in 

the doubles. Again please ensure you bring along your team list and doubles list both of which are 

downloadable from the website. Can all team who won perpetual trophies last year please bring them to 

the signing on. 	
 	
Summer Season – Starts Thursday 9th April	
Divisions	
Due to time restraints we will be keeping to eight teams in each division again this Summer  Season so if 

we stay around sixty teams we will have to introduce a seventh and possibly an eighth division.	
 	
Doubles	
As it has worked so well the last two seasons the doubles will be split in to two competitions between the 

top and the bottom of the league. Obviously if there are six or eight divisions it’s an easy split but if there 

are seven divisions then the split will be the top three divisions and the bottom four divisions. Again any 

pairing from the bottom of the league can play in the top half doubles draw but not the other way round.  	
 	
We have updated the calendar on the website to show all the dates for the Summer Season including the 

dates for Cup, Plate and Doubles matches.	
 	
The rest of the news	
We would like to congratulate all teams that made it to quarterfinals of the Cup and the Plate and wish the 

best of luck to the teams that won through to the Semi Finals. The Draw for the Semi Finals will take place 

on Thursday the 12
th
 March and be on the website by the following Sunday.	

 	
The doubles finals have been decided, the finalist in divisions one to three are	
Mark Ashforth / Kevin Brown of the Searles Club V Jon Thornber /Pete Synott of HEDCA	
And in division four to six we have	
Martin Day / Paul Bennett V Jason Boxall / Neil Cookson both from Stubbington Snooker ‘B’	
 	
Best of luck to all	
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The single quarters and Semis are on Saturday the 14

th
 of March results to follow	

 	
All teams that still have a postponed match to play must arrange them on or before the night of the Semi 

Finals (26/03/15) so we can finalise the tables and sort out the trophies in time for the Finals night. Make 

sure you send the results in so Tony can update the tables.  If results are not received then the away team 

will automatically be awarded the match.   	
 	
thanks for listening the Committee 	
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Hi all 	
	

A quick announcement from Gregory Pritchard of the RAFA due to one of his teams disbanding at the 

end of the season. So he has asked me to put the word out if any team is looking for a new venue or if 

you're thinking of starting a new team and need somewhere to play where the tables are great and the 

beer is cheap then please contact Greg at the RAFA on 02392 580620 or email him for more information 

gregorypritchard1956@gmail.com  
	

cheers	Karl		
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Newsletter No 102	
Dated 19/02/2015	
	
Hi Everybody	
	
Just to let you know both draws for the Singles and Doubles are on the website. Due to the fact that 

these games are to be played on a Saturday night we were hard pressed to find suitable venues. We 

normally split the matches between venues that have players still in the draw. But as most have 

entertainment on Saturday night we were struggling. We have managed to split the Doubles but have 

had to put all the singles at GPA. One important point these matches are to a final place and must be 

played on or before the dates specified no matches can be held over as we do not have the time.	
	
One other point we are still looking for volunteers to be referees for finals night can you email me as 

soon as.	
	
Thanks for your time	
	
Karl and the Committee   	
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Newsletter No 101	
Dated 02/02/2015	
Hi all	

Finals and Presentation Venues 
We received two requests to host the Finals and Presentation Evening and having visited both venues the 

Committee has decided to award the Winter Season evening to the Gosport Pool Arena and the Summer 

Season to the DOC Club.	

Winter	Season	Finals	and	Presentation	Evening	
Dave has kindly opened his doors to us on Saturday the 4

th
 of April 2015 this is a week later than shown 

on the fixtures lists. This is because the league has been approached by a number of players and teams 

asking us for a week off between seasons. To facilitate this we have added a week between the semi 

finals night and the finals night. There are two reasons for this, 1; if there are any postponed matches still 

to be played and 2; it gives me more time to sort out the trophies.	

Itinerary 
The doors will open at 18.30	
The matches will start at 19.00	
(The Cup & plates will be the normal 9 frames; the singles and doubles are the best of 5 frames)	
The food will be available from 21.30  	
Match play permitting, the presentations will start between 22.30 and 23.00	
There is a late bar until 01.00 with the club closing at 01.30	
We are also going to attempt to play a pay to enter an American 9 Ball Speed Pool Competition; the table 

will open at 20.00. There will be a trophy for the winner and prize money for the fastest three times. We 

have asked Dave and the guys and girls from the Stoke Snooker Club to run this and the League will be 

making a donation to their charities.	

Referee’s 
I’m on the hunt as we will require members of the league to volunteer to be Referees.  Any player who is 

signed on this season can volunteer.  All we ask is that you brush up on the rules prior to the finals night 

and you let me know your shirt size as I will be supplying polo shirts for all who volunteer up to a maximum 

of ten. Email me by the 15/02/15 as I will need to order the shirts and get them embroidered.	
 	
Just to remind all players in the league that the finals night is open to all members of the league and their 

partners even if your team or players did not make it to the finals. So come along and enjoy an evening of 

fun and intense competition.	

Summer Season Finals and Presentation Evening 
Many thanks to the DOC club for agreeing to host the evening in September, we will pr ovide more details 

during the summer, we’re sure it will be a great night.	
 	
Can all Captains print this off and show it to all your players	
 	
Thanks as always for listening	
 	
Karl and the Committee 	
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*News	Flash*		
Dated 12/01/2015	

Hi All	

The Team formally known as the Separators which folded just before Christmas has been revived by the 

Landlord Fon and ex committee member Darran Harris.  	

The team now called the “Mavericks” is made up of some original Separator players and some new team 

members, the new team list is on the website. 	

So starting this week there will be no byes in Division Six and the Mavericks will take over the all the 

matches till the end of the season 	

	

The Committee	

	

	 	


